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ABSTRACT

l i e piper presents * l u n m u ' of recently completed leiimic fragility anslyses
of the HFBR facililiei. Bued on • detailed review of put PRA studies, various
refiaemeaU were made regarding the itres^tfa and ductility evaluation of itructural
component. ATailable laboratory test data were analysed to evaluate the formu-
lation* used to predict the ultimate strength and deformation capaci\it» of steel,
icinforeed concrete and masonrr structures. The biunear and uncertainties were
CTalutted within the framework of the fragility evaluation methodi widely accepted
ia the nuclear industry. A few examples of fragility calculaticai are also included
to illustrate the use of the presented formulation!.

INTRODUCTION

As part of the external event PRA sludiw of the High Flux Beam Reactor
(BTBR) at Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL), seismic fragility analysis n i
performed for structures u d major equipment. The HFBR is an experimental
reaeareh reactor designed in the early 1960*1. Most of the facilities and equipment
arc housed in the four.story reinforced concrete reactor building which is surrounded
by a hemispherical confinement dome. The ficility includes conventional reinforced
concrete (RC) and steel construction, as well as unreinfbrced masonry walls.

Ia performing (he fragility analysis, put PRA studio on commercial reactor
facilities weic reviewed is detail and various relnementi were nude regarding the
strength and ductility evalnalioa of structural component!, particularly for the
ultimate strength of RC cylindrical walli and muoary walls, and the ultimate
deformation capacity of KG and sue) components. This paper lummarizes the
geacrie aspect! of the structural fragility evaluation and present! a few analysis
examples.

FORMULATION FOR STRUCTURAL FRAGILITY

In order to perform the frut>u*ly evaluation, the shape of the free.rleld response
spectrum needs to be established, from the seismic haxard analysis performed by
LLNL [13|, tht response spectral shapes were obtained at different return periods.
The spcctia have been subsequently modified to reflect the local soil condition at
the site through a conventional nonuocar wave propagation analysis (2|. Bated oa
these analyses, the median spectral shape has been selected u shown in Fig.l. Also
shown are spectral shapes from previous analyses for the HFDR facility and the
nearby Shoreharo plant. AJ the spectra are normalized by the average spectral
acceleration (ASA) value between i 3 i to loHi (all are 57. damped spectra). The
structural fragilities of the HFBR faculties are denned using the ASA value, 5*. as.

S. a ft • F, • ft • S.,M, (1)

in which. 5«.t<«/ is the ASA value corresponding to a .reference earthquake (e.g.,
design earthquake); F, is ibe strength factor representing the ratio of the ultimate
strength to the reference seismic force; FM is the safety factor due to the inelastic
energy absorption; and Fr is the safety factor due to various conservative assump-
tions made in response analyse*. The above factors, Ftt Fm and FT, are random
variablei, and represent the variabilities! in structural response!, uncertainties ia
capacity evaluation, and imperfect knowledge. In the following, practical formula*
tioas, that were ipplied to evaluations of various HFBR facilities, ace presented for
each of the above factors.

EVALUATION OF ULTIMATE STRUCTURAL STRENGTH

The ultimate strength of struttural components may be evaluated using a num-
ber of existing empirical equations. To evaluate the uncertainty associated with such.
aa empirical equation, the component strength is expressed by a random variable, I
V, u follows:

y = A./co (2)'
in which, /(*,) i*s an empirical function of structural parameter*, x% (e.g., dimension!
and material strength); and A it a random Tuiable fepteaenting the variability
and biasnesi of the function. Using the first-order approximation, the logarithmic
standard deviation, 0, for the overall variability in Yt fly, is expressed a*,

(3)

Reinforced Concrete Components

The ultimate flexuxal strength of reinforced coocxeie (RC) components can be
evaluated by the following equation J5).

M, = [

/or JV < 0.4^/^ (4)Q.*A,f9D + O.5iVi7(l - ^ ; ) i

in whifh, JV«<T>\-= Afl f Atfwi A = cross-iectional area of member; A, ~ urea of
tension reinforcement; At - total area of raaforctment; i? -= total depth uf member;
X = ajual load; and ff = yield stress of tebars. The uncertainty •.•.satiated with
£q. 4 was estimated to be JA ~ 0.12 based on 260 RC beams and columns 16).

A higher uncertainty is involved in estimating the shear strength of RC .hear
walls. The following two empirical equations for shear wall strength are examined
far their adequacy:
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is wbic<i, pi = vrrlical rnoforcraenl ratio in flanges (!}); p , = horizontal reinforce-
mtm ratio {%); Ca - avrmgc axial itrni; « = wall tbidu-.ess; hm = "all height;
and D - total wail width, la the above equations, the stresses, f', / , and <r0, are
cipcened in Itsi for Eq. 5 and :c, pti for Eq. S. Eq. S is being used in the Japanese
building standard, u d Eq. 6 i u been used frequently in past I'RA studies ft).

. The abore equations were compared using anilahle test data. Table. 1 illustrates
luch a comparisoa using four shear waHs in which the shear span ration. h,/D. is
the major puameler. It see=s that both the equations predict the ultimate shear
strength reasonably well, except Eq. 6 tends to underestimates the shear strength
of Wall-1 by about lOis. For Eq. 5. the *alue of dA «as estimated to be 0.21, and
the combined variability, 3y, w u o 25.

i The shear strength of RC CV&SRUI walls has bees evaluated using available
. lest result! of scaled models. The fo'dowicg equation was found to correlate well

with test results 9':

vtibt\ =

ia which. D is the tiiaseter cf waU 11 Gid-tiitisejs: the ratio. Smi D, is replaced
by 1.0 whea :t :s :«s thaa 1 0: s i c the ttrejse*. /;, *9 xzi »*a. are expressed tn

, pm. A correlaLcs study ^<a iaia i re s 22 ttiia indicates that the izediaa safety
facur of Eq. T .i : .35, asd rL-t d j A i% O.Zi. F « a cyjcdneal wall with a larger
thicisew TILS. ;t . , l O i i i ; e i e tsaa 0.1. .he abore su'eiy factor :s found to be

Unre info reed Masonry Structure*

" ?ait K » £ . C ?P.A s u i e * ci cCcer szclea? ias.ii.es .sdieate that usreinforced
saarsry waUa caa be v e u - l ^ i j z .e to '.:* I O K I C reci.asce agaizst ia-plane
shear aid oatcf-plaie t f i ^ i g u-u:u . Tc: . ieis-plase iic»r failure, tie fcllow.cg
essyirieai eqsauca ;- ;er=j cf a = e ^ a s iit*s stress, c», has bees, obtained based
0* avi^Able laboratory ;es: caia 7 :

blocks; asd :r.e r.restes. T. , f± *== re , are serened := psi. The value of 5A is
estisuied :o te 0 23 f:r ire ibsr* ec-a:;oo. Fcr the out*cf*place beocisg failure, a
c o i u i e u cyztiziz izLra :% ztztsttsj because cf a hichly soalinear behavior due
to eariy cracking aid j--bj«-e=i -^acig =.^;:oss :7]. The rockiag motion stresgth,
Fm, Li dea.ers.ied utrg the ac.aucs is Fig. 2.

An asaiysis exasple of u&racicrced ciaionry walls is presented later in this paper-

EVALUATION OF INELASTIC ENERGY ABSORPTION

- Factor for Xntlutic Energy Abiorption, 5»

" For atrueture* aad compooesti with ductile CaUure modet, the seiimic capacity
' ii expected to exceed the yield limit due to inelastic energy absorption. The factor,

.*: Fp, in Eq. 1 it the reciprocal of the co-called deamplification factor, $», and i*
Crequentlf approximated by the popular equation *J2IM - i. A itudy by Riddell and
Newmatk [11] modif.cd thii formulation baud OQ A number of time history analyiei.

r, = «•+!)(»-«}' (10)

where

(0.3 ID 2Bt)

la the above, h is the system damping value in percent. The above equation gives
similar results with vzM - 1 when the damping value ia around 5 percent.

To evaluate the above empirical equation, a nonlinear random vibration anal-
ysis (equivalent linearization method) was performed for bilinear systems with vi>
bration frequencies of 2H« and flHz, and posl*yield stiffness ratios of a = 0 (elastic
• perfectly plastic) and a - 0.1. The results are shown in Fig. 3 in terms of the
dcamplincation factor, *„. It teems that the RiddclMVewmark (R-N) formulation
coosistantly gives a higher estimate, i.e.* conservative approximation, of the $*
value for bilinear system* with a positive o>value. However, for a system with a
higher natural frequency and a lower a-value, the R-N approximation tends to give
a floaconaetvative estimate.

To improve ihe accuracy of the R-N formuJatioD, particularly for analyzing con-
crete unictures, a number of more lophitticated forraulatioat have brea proposed
ia the put iDeluding the ipectral averaging method {3) at follows1:

(11)

in which, Sm[f,h) U the spectral scceleratiuu at the elastic frequency, / , und dump-
ing, h\ and ft and h't are the "average"* nonlinear frequency and damping j3j.

Component Ductility

The above factor, FM, is a function of the ultimate ductility factor, /i, at which
a Uructural component is expected to fail. The ultimate deformation capacity is
estimated based on available laboratory test data and/or engineering judgment.

For the ultimate rotational capacity, £«(%), for RC beams and columns with
an unknown failure mode, the following empirical equation is available j£j;

in which. Ifd = shear span ratio; p = ptft/Jft the normalized it eel ratio; pm

— Tc.umeuc confinetntm ratio in percent (replace by 0.4% it pm < 0.4%1; and
nj = ,V' bdf'ft normalized axial stress (replaced by 0 OS if no < 0.05). The applicable
range of the above equation ii;

1.0 < t/d < 7.0; 0 < pm < 2.0; 0.05 < p < 0.5;

0 < n» < 0.55; and 2.5t« < f't < 5.0*«.

Tie uncertainty associated with Eq. 12 was found to be 0y = 0.39 based on 402
RC beams and columns tested to failure under cyclic loadings. Other formulations
for determining the deformation capacity of RC components are available such as
by Mattock J4j, which estimates the ultimate curvature assuming a purely flexural
behavior. Such a formulation, i.e.. a method solely bated on the bending defor-
e s t ion of components, tends to overestimate the deformation capacity eince other
detrimental effects, such as diagonal shear failure and bond failure, are neglected

For the ultimate ductility factor for H-shaped steel beams and columns, the
following equation is available (6);

in which, bfif - thickness ratio of Sanges; dftw = thickness ratio of web; / / 7 , =
slendercess ratio in the weaker axis (replaced by 40 Htftf > 40); no = axial stress
normalized by /„ (replaced by 0.2 if n0 < 0.2); and ft ~ yield stress in ksi. The
associated uncertainty of the above equation was estimated to be 0y = 0.39 based
on 132 H-shaped beams and columns.

An even higher uncertainty ii expected in estimating the deformation capacity
of RC shear walls. Fig. 4 showi a plot of the ihear deformation (in radians) at the
maximum strength vs. shear span ratio for shear walls failed in diagonal tension
or compression failure (9). Based on these data, the 16th percentile value for the
deformation at failure is estimated to be 0A% in radians. Using a (3y value of 0.40,
the median value for the failure deformation ii estimated to be 0.6%.

For the shear failure of unreinforced masonry walls, the ductility is expected '
lo be veiy low. The foregoing factor, Fu, may be conservatively assumed to be
1.0. However, in case of infilled masonry walls, a certain level of ductility can be
expected due to the confinement provided lty surrounding frames. Fur example, >
based on limited test data for infilled lime brick walls |tj, tlie median shrnr failure
deformation was conservatively estimated to be 0.5% in radians.

System Ductility

To evaluate the overall deformation rapacity nf a structural system which con-
sists of a number of components with different deformation capacities, the forego-
ing component ductility values should be combined using an appropriate weighting
scheme. In the put PRA studies (e.g., {101), the fulluffing weighting furmulatiun
has been used to estimate tbe system ductility factor, fj*. as

in whicb. u.; ia the weighting factor for component^ such as the triliutnry story
-vniht; fh, is the yield defoimation of c<irnpnnent-i; nnd i>mt is (he ultiinntc ilrfor-
mntinn of component*!.

WK«n a structure is complex sod consist* of various components, a itmte tie-
tuled evaluntion method may be nertssftry to estimme the system ductility factor,
Mich as br mini; the strain energy concept us foil own:

•4,



2n, - l = (15)

in which, Ev, is the rlaitic strain energy of component-i cnrespondine; to the yielding
of thcsyste-n; and EM, is the total straiuenersjyuf component.] cores ponding to the
failure of the system. Doth linear and nonlinear structural analyses ace necessary
to determine the above strain energies. The application of the above equations is
presented below m the fragility analysis examples.

VARIABILITY IN STRUCTURAL RESPONSES

In evaluating the variability in earthquake response estimate!, the uncertainties
associated with various analysis steps have to be considered. That may include; (i)
assumption for response spectral shape; (ii) assumption for damping values; (iii)
structural modeling; (tvj earthquake components combination; (v) suil-structure
interaction; and (vi) modal superposition. In the fallowing, the first three items are
discussed in some detail.

Spectral Shape

Two type* of variabilities should he considered regarding the assumptions on
ipectral shape; i.e., the intrinsic randomness in the spectral shapes uf earthquake
motions, and the uncertainty associated with the selection of a site specific spec-

' trum. The intrinsic randomness was estimated to be J ^ 0.23 in a previous PRA
study {10]. Cased on the variability observed in Fig. 1, the uncertainty regarding
the selection of the spectral shape was estimated to be from (3 ~ 0.05 to J - I).21)
depending on the vibration frequency.

* Damping Valuei

A nonlinear dynitnic analysts of structures generally indicates a relatively mi-
nor contribution by the uncertainty in damping values to the overall variability in
dynamic responses, especially in the highly nonlinear region. A result of such an
analysis is shown in Fig. 5. Nonlinear structures with natural periods of 0.4, 0.8 and
1.2 sec. were subjected to earthquake motions of various intensities |6j. In this anal-
ysis, a /}• value of 0.50 was assumed for the uncertainty in damping value. The result
indicates the response variability due to damping, h, is fairly constant over a wide
range of structural damage states, and is estimated to be around 3 - 0.10. In the
fragility analysis of the HFBR facility, the median damping values and uncertainty
were estimated as listed in Table. 2.

Modeling Error

The variability in structural responses due to modeling error is difficult to
quantify since "true" structural modeling is nonexistant and more sophisticated
modeling does not always gurantee a more accurate result. This uncertainty con-
sittei of the uncertainty in modal frequencies and the uncertainty in mode shape*.
Previous studies leg., l10l,|12)) suggested J-valites within ft range of 0.10 to (J.20
for both (he uncertainties. In estimating the variability in structural responses due
(o (he uncertainty in modal frequencies, the foregoing Eq. 3 can be used. The
sfmitivity term, dY/dX^ if determined from the slope on the response spectrum.

FRAGILITY ANALYSIS EXAMPLES

The fragility analyse! of two key structure* of the HFBR facility are outlined
below to illustrate the use of the above formulations.

Reactor Building

The reactor building is a circular four-story RC building, with equipment, ex-
periment* balcony and operation floors (see Fig. 8). The first story is a fairly rigid
design* and the reinforced concrete center core houses the reactor vessel and also
support! the operation floor. For tliii building, a conventional SSI analysis and
italic FEM analysi* mere ptjtotmed to determine the seismic forces, floor spec*
tra, and also the ultimate failure mode. The calculated natural frequency of the
•lnieture>toil system it 2.0flx. The dominant failure mode ii the shear failure of
the cylindrical shear wall (center core) due to stren concentration and its lower
ductility, followed by the flexural failure of columns A and B. In using the foregoing
Eq, 15, only the vertical component! supporting the balcony and operation floors,
i.e., columns A, D, C and center core O in Fig. fl, are considered.

The result! of structural analyse! are summarised in Table.3, In the linear
analyst!, the yielding load level waa determined when tbe combined shear force in
column! A+B and wail D reacbet the story strength at tbe experiment floor. The
ultimate failure for the nonlinear analyiii is determined when the deformation of
the center core D exceed* tbe estimated ultimate deformation of 1,884 inches (see
Table.)). Tbe system ductility factor ii estimated according to Eq. IS u ,

The resun of the fragility analysis is •um.n.'irized in Table. 4, ia which the fragility
value is denned in terms of the ASA value at the free field gound level. The vari-
abilities arc e.'.imated for randomness, &„ and uncertainty, j}¥, icpiu&iely as is a
common practice in most of the previous PRA studies.

Control Room

The control room is a two story structure located on the operation floor of
the reactor building. It is constructed of unxeinforced concrete block w«JJs (clear
span bight is 104" at the first ttory, and 112" at the second storyi, and flencore
concrete blocks for fioors. The overall dimensions are 676" x 423" at the tijst story,
and 676" x 238" at the second story. The block wall thickness is T.2 inches in
the longer direction, and 5.3 inches in the shorter direction. Amo:; two plausible
failure modes, i.e., the in-plane shear and out-of-plane bcn&c; future modes, the
out-of-plane bending failure mode was found to have a much lower fragility value.

The out-of-plane bending motion was analysed using tbe equivalent linear
SDOF modeling method J7j. According to this method, the nonlinear rocking
behavior is approximated by a linear SDOF system with an equivalent potential
energy as illustrated in Fig. 7. Tbe failure of tbe wall is identified by the following
criterion (see Fig. 2):

u > l - 0 . S u / (l«)

in wbicb, u is tbe mid-height wall deformation; t is tbe wall thickness: and uf is tbe
relative deformation between top and bottom. The SDOF system :s denned by the
following effective weight, IV,, and the effective stiffness, A*,:

IV. = IV./3, K. = F^f (17)

ia which, \Vt is the wail weigh!; and J=*m ii the rocking strength of Eq. 9. In thii
analysis scheme, the fragility levelis determined such that the displacement response
of the SDOF system satisfies Eq. 10. A comparison with available test results of
unreinforced block walls indicates that this simplified method predicts the out of-
plane failure reasonably well |7J; a median safety factor of 1.02 led an uncertainty
value of 0a = 0.14 were estimated. The results of the fragility calculations are
summarized in Table. 5.

CONCLUSIONS

A summary of recently completed seismie fragility analyses of the IiFBR facil-
ity ii presented. Based on a detailed renew of past PRA studies, several refinements
are made particularly for the strength and ductility evaluation of various structural
components. Available laboratory test data are used lo evaluate the presented
formulations. The biasness as well w the uncertainties associated <nth tbe formu-
lations are evaluated according to the fragility analysis methodology that is widely
used in the nuclear industry.
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Table. 5 Fragility of Control Room

Factor* Median Values 3,

Dasic Slrrngtb, S#

fnelutic Energy Abiorption
Spectral Shape
Damping
Modeling
Modal Combination

0.7Ig
l.OO
1.0
i.O

1.0
1.0

0
0
0.25
0
0
0

0.11
0
0.23
O.10
0.30
0

Total Fragility, S. 0.7Sg

Table.l Shcu W>1J StrcDSth

Wall-1 Wall-2 UV11-3 W«U 4

Puameteri

L'ltimate
Shcu Sttm
v. (pli)

A./C

n (!»)f, (k»)

SltD (pii)
Pi(S>

Test Value
E,.S
Eq.6

0.25
3.2
62
0.25
0
0.33

494
514
404

0.5
3.6
62
0.25
0
033

415
4U
392

1.0
3.03
£6.9
0.6
235
0 85

464
491
465

2.0
2.SS
ZG.9
0.9
235
1.25

356
349
345

Table.2 Damping Values Used For HFBR Structures

Median, h{%) Uncertainty, 3

SoU 4
RC Structure 7
Tanka S
Pipings 5
Masonry 7

0.14
0.10
0.H
0.11
0.13

RES GUIDE U 0
Coals & Murray
Nc» mart*-Ha 11
Shorcham 1061

> Sdorchftm 1395 (05lh)
Shotelism 1389 (Mth)
SELECTED SPECTRAL SHAPE

I I I I I, i n " ' ' " ' Yi.io' ' ' I ' •
FREOUCNCV(Hl)

Fig. 1 Response Spectral 5hapei for QFBR Facility

(Normalized by O.Sg ARSA ralue)

Table 3 Strength and Ductility of Reactor Building

ColuranA+B Column. C WdJ.D
Cumponent Parameter !
S a t u Slreni l l , Q, (kipi) 2708 3044 7283
StirToeil, X (lipi-indi) 4J65.S 3992 6130
Yield Deformation, (, (inch) 0.545 0.7(3 1.153
Wlimate Deformation. <. (inch! 3.42 2.35 _ . . . l .884_
l i n e a r Ana ly i l i
Sbear Force, V, ( l ipi)
Elutic Deformation (inch)
Elutie Strain Eorny, E,
Nonlinear Analyiia
Shew Force. V, (kipi)
Deformation (inch)
Total Strain Enerey, £»

4012
O.J09
1(25

270S
2.041
478S

C68.3
0.1(7
56.0

•627
•0.167
49.0

5979
0.977
2923

7293
1.8S4
9395

(a) Rigid-Body Motion (b) Form on Wall

Fig. 2 Bloel Wall under Oulof-Plane Bending

Table. 4 Fragility of Reactor Building

Factor!

Dane Strength, S,

Median Value! 0,

O.93i
fnelaatie Entity Abiorption 1.97
Spectral Shape
Damping
Earthquake Component
Modeling
SSI
Modal Combination

Total Fragility, St

1.0
1.0
0.93
1.0
1.0
1.0

UOf

0
0.10
0.23
0
0.03
0
0
0.10

0.27

3.
0.14
0.2S
0.15
0.10
0
0.13
0.08
0

0.37

J -
|:
1;

(b)f=

Fig. & Deamplificatioa Factor!, 4m
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Fig. 4 Sbetr Wall Deformation »t Maximum Strength

Fig. S Contribution to Response Vuifcbili
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lSi

EJS2

Balcony 0

Experiment

Fig. S CompoDf ati of Reactor Building
l

(•) Nonlinctf Behavior (b) Linear Modd

Fig. 7 DetcrmiDaiioi of Linear SDOP Model
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